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STONERENU is a  waterbased, low VOC, clear coating designed for high performance sealing and appearance 
enhancement. It is designed speci�cally to seal and restore the luster of aesthetic stone surfaces such as 
marble, granite, slate, tile, etc. that contain natural silica. It can be used on interior and exterior, horizontal and 
vertical surfaces due to its outstanding adhesion and wearability. It has excellent, water, solvent, grease, oil and 
stain resistance and prevents scratching and marring. STONERENU helps rejeuvanate the sheen and beauty of 
stone surfaces that have become dull through use, without the need for expensive and messy polishing 
services. Some of the areas that can bene�t through application of STONERENU include bathrooms, hallways, 
kitchen �oors, countertops, vanities, etc. STONERENU, can also be used to seal and protect concrete, slate, tile, 
brick and similar materials.  STONERENU is available in high gloss, satin and �at �nishes and it can be stained 
or pigmented, if necessary, without comprising the protective features.

COVERAGE:  Coverage ranges from 250 to 400 square feet per gallon depending on surface texture and  
porosity. STONERENU goes on easily and dries to a crystal clear �nish. Always test each surface for appearance 
and penetration before proceeding with application on the entire surface.

APPLICATION: STONERENU  may be applied by brush, roller or low pressure airless spray. At 77°F and 50% 
RH the coating should be dry to the touch in less than 30 minutes.  The time may vary based on prevailing 
conditions. One coat is usually su�cient however if a second coat is desired for greater gloss and/or protec-
tion, allow a minimum of 30 to 60 minutes between coats. The coated surface can be subjected to light foot 
tra�c after it is fully dry. Allow 24 hours time for optimal curing before subjecting the coating to heavy tra�c. 
Prior to application make sure that washed surface is allowed to thoroughly dry. Do not apply at temperatures 
below 50°F or above 90°F. Hold o� the application if rain or heavy dew is imminent.  Avoid heavy buildup, pud-
dling, and excessive overlapping of sealer. Refer to the Preparation & Application instructions, on the label, for 
greater detail.

CLEANUP:  Clean spills and spatters immediately with soap and warm water. Clean hands and tools immedi-
ately after use with soap and warm water. After cleaning, �ush spray equipment with mineral spirits to prevent 
rusting of the equipment. Follow manufacturer’s safety recommendations when using mineral sprits.


